
STATE OF RHODE ISLAND AND PROVIDENCE PLANTATIONS 
PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION 

 
IN RE: PROVIDENCE WATER SUPPLY  : 
BOARD’S ABBREVIATED RATE FILING : DOCKET NO. 3684 
 

REPORT AND ORDER 
 

I. Introduction 

On June 30, 2005, Providence Water Supply Board (“Providence Water”) made 

an abbreviated rate filing with the Public Utilities Commission (“Commission”).  The 

abbreviated rate filing, if approved, would result in an overall increase of 10.74 percent, 

increasing rates across-the-board by 11.01 percent, for a total revenue requirement of 

$51,128,280, an increase of $4,957,115.  The effect on a typical residential customer 

using 74,800 gallons of water per year would be a rate increase of $24.62 per year, or 

approximately $6.16 per quarter.  Providence Water requested an effective date of July 

31, 2005.1  On July 14, 2005, the Commission suspended the filing.  On August 12, 2005, 

Kent County Water Authority (“KCWA”) filed a Motion to Intervene based on its status 

as a wholesale purchaser of water from Providence Water.  No objection was filed and 

the Motion was granted in accordance with Rule 1.13(e) of the Commission’s Rules of 

Practice and Procedure.   

This is Providence Water’s fourth request for rate adjustments in the past six 

years.  A brief history follows: 

Docket No. Filing   Effective Increase Increase Percentage 
  Date  Date  Requested Allowed Increase 
 
3446  7/1/02  1/1/03  $5,448,798 $4,658,599 11.1% 

3163  6/30/00    1/1/01  $5,416,622 $2,813,974  7.34% 
                                                 
1 Although Providence Water requested an effective date of July 31, 2005, it presented its filing based on 
an effective date of January 1, 2006. 
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2961  6/30/99    2/1/00  $2,549,504 $2,073,709 5.7% 

In its filing, Providence Water indicated that the rate increase was necessary due 

to the following: (1) contractual wage increases; (2) increased pension and benefit 

expenses; (3) increased purchased power expenses; (4) increased insurance expenses; (5) 

increased chemical expenses; (6) increased property taxes; and (7) a revenue shortfall in 

the test year.  These increases were partially offset by proposed decreases totaling 

$1,150,000 in three of Providence Water’s restricted accounts (102 inch Valve Fund, 

Alternative Source of Supply Study, and Equipment Replacement Fund). 

In accordance with the Commission’s restrictions regarding rate design in 

Abbreviated Rate Filings, Providence Water filed for the increase to be applied across-

the-board to all customer classes. 

II. Providence Water’s Pre-Filed Testimony 

 Providence Water submitted the Direct Pre-Filed Testimony of Boyce Spinelli, 

Acting General Manager, Jeanne Bondarevskis, Director of Finance, and Walter E Edge, 

Jr., consultant to Providence Water.  Mr. Spinelli provided an overview of the filing, 

several updates from the last filing and the general reasons for the requested increase.2  

Ms. Bondarevskis provided more detail regarding the reasons for the requested increase 

and discussed proposed adjustments to restricted funds.3 

 Mr. Edge’s testimony addressed specific adjustments related to the requested 

increase.  Using a Test Year of FYE June 30, 2004, Mr. Edge made twelve normalizing 

adjustments, most of which were based on updated data.4  Discussing the Rate Year of 

CYE December 31, 2006, Mr. Edge made adjustments to eight groups of accounts: (1) 

                                                 
2 Providence Water Exhibit 2 (Pre-Filed Testimony of Boyce Spinelli), pp. 1-5. 
3 Providence Water Exhibit 3 (Pre-Filed Testimony of Jeanne Bondarevskis), pp. 2-6. 
4 Providence Water Exhibit 4 (Pre-Filed Testimony of Walter E. Edge), pp. 5-8.   
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Salaries and Wages; (2) Property Taxes; (3) Insurance expense; (4) Pension and other 

Benefits; (5) Regulatory and Rate Case expense; (6) Chemical and Sludge; (7) Purchased 

Power; and (8) Debt Service/Restricted Funding.5 

 Mr. Edge’s salary and wages adjustments reflected contractual increases.6  His 

property tax adjustments reflected projected increases for FYE 2006 and one half of FYE 

2007.  However, he stated that he would update the figures upon receipt of more updated 

information from the taxing authorities.7  With regard to insurance expense, Mr. Edge 

explained that Property and Casualty and Workers Compensation make up approximately 

90% of the total insurance expense.  In order to arrive at his projection for these rate year 

premiums, he increased the FYE 2005 premium by 10%.  According to Mr. Edge, 

Pensions and benefits were calculated based on known FYE 2006 expenses and a 

projected increase for the first half of FYE 2007.8  Regulatory and rate case expense was 

based on estimates for the rate year.9  Chemicals and sludge expenses were calculated by 

taking the average usage for the Test Year and the period July 1, 2004 through March 31, 

2005 and multiplying that average with the estimated chemical prices during the rate 

year.  Mr. Edge indicated that any estimates would be updated as the real costs become 

known.10  Mr. Edge increased purchased power costs based on the Test Year and Interim 

Year (July 1, 2004 through June 30, 2005) period.  He used the Interim Year costs as the 

expected Rate Year costs.11 

                                                 
5 Id. at 9. 
6 Id. 
7 Id. at 10. 
8 Id. at 10-12. 
9 Id. at 12. 
10 Id. 
11 Id. at 13. 
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 Addressing the funding of Restricted Accounts, Mr. Edge explained that after a 

review of Providence Water’s Restricted Accounts, funding could be reduced by 

$500,000 in the Equipment Replacement Fund and that the 102” Valve Fund ($500,000) 

and Alternative Supply Fund ($150,000) could each be eliminated.  He recommended 

levelized funding for the Capital Improvement Program (“CIP”) Account, the Western 

Cranston Account, the Infrastructure Replacement (“IFR”) Fund, and the AMR/Meter 

Replacement Account.  He recommended increasing the Insurance Account with funds 

from the two accounts being eliminated.  He also recommended that if there were 

insufficient funds in the Insurance Account at FYE 2008, any balance in the Chemical 

Account be transferred to Insurance.12 

III. KCWA’s Pre-Filed Testimony 

 On October 14, 2005, KCWA filed the Direct Pre-Filed Testimony of Christopher 

P.N. Woodcock, its consultant.  Mr. Woodcock made adjustments to Providence Water’s 

claim for salary and wages by the amount of capitalized labor costs which are to be 

recovered through the CIP and IFR accounts.13  He adjusted the property tax claim to 

reflect Providence Water’s updated expenses as provided during discovery.  He suggested 

adjustments to the insurance claim to reflect a half year of actual data and a half year of 

projected data.14 

 With regard to the restricted accounts, Mr. Woodcock did not agree with 

Providence Water’s request that the amounts already set aside for the Alternative Supply 

Study be transferred to the restricted Insurance account because of the way the respective 

costs have been allocated between the wholesale and retail customers.  He maintained 

                                                 
12 Id. at 13-15. 
13 KCWA Exhibit 1 (Pre-Filed Testimony of Christopher P.N. Woodcock), pp. 4-5. 
14 Id. at 5-6. 
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that wholesale customers would be paying more than their fair share of the insurance 

costs under Providence Water’s proposal.  Rather, he suggested that the funds in the 

Alternative Supply Study account be transferred to the restricted Chemical account to 

reduce the claim for those funds.15  Mr. Woodcock had no issue with the proposed 

transfer of funds from the 102” Valve Replacement Fund to the Insurance account.16 

 Addressing the sales and revenue projections made by Providence Water, Mr. 

Woodcock recommended that the rate year revenue projection for wholesale customers 

be based on actual FY 2005 sales with an adjustment for reduced sales to the Bristol 

County Water Authority.  He indicated that he could not make a recommendation 

regarding retail sales as the most updated figures were unavailable.17 

IV. Division’s Pre-Filed Testimony 

 On October 13, 2005, the Division of Public Utilities and Carriers (“Division”) 

filed the Direct Pre-Filed Testimony of Thomas Catlin, its consultant.  Mr. Catlin 

recommended a total cost of service of $49,742,654, necessitating a revenue increase of 

$3,527,460, or 7.63%. 

 In arriving at his revenue requirement, Mr. Catlin made adjustments to rate year 

revenue to reflect a current count of the number of retail and private fire service 

customers and to properly account for changes to wholesale sales and associated variable 

costs.18  He proposed adjustments to salaries and wages in order to account for employee 

vacancies that normally develop during any given year.19  He made adjustments to 

                                                 
15 Id. at 6-7. 
16 Id. at 7. 
17 Id. at 7-8. 
18 Division Exhibit 1 (Pre-Filed Testimony of Thomas Catlin), pp. 5-6, 10-11. 
19 Id. at 7-8. 
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operating expenses and to the IFR and CIP expenses to properly account for capitalized 

expenses in accordance with the Commission’s Order in Docket No. 3446.20   

 Mr. Catlin also adjusted Providence Water’s projected chemical costs based on 

bids received after Providence Water filed its case.21 Likewise, insurance costs and 

property taxes were updated based on information supplied during the discovery phase of 

this case.22 

 Addressing health care benefits to Providence Water Board members, Mr. Catlin 

noted that in its Order setting KCWA’s rates in June 2005, the Commission determined 

that the cost of health care benefits for Board members is not properly recoverable from 

ratepayers.  Therefore, Mr. Catlin suggested that “as existing Board members are 

replaced, the new Board members that replace them not be provided health insurance 

coverage, or to the extent coverage is provided, that costs not be recovered from 

ratepayers.”23 

 Finally, with regard to rate design, Mr. Catlin explained that, consistent with the 

Commission’s Rules of Practice and Procedure related to Abbreviated Rate Filings, 

Providence Water proposed to recover its revenue increase through a uniform percentage 

increase in all rates.  Mr. Catlin provided schedules showing his adjustments consistent 

with Providence Water’s filing.  However, in response to the Commission’s policy 

decision in Providence Water’s last two rate increases to reduce the difference between 

                                                 
20 Id. at 8-9. 
21 Id. at 9-10. 
22 Id. at 11-13. 
23 Id. at 14. 
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Public and Private Fire Service based on prior cost of service studies, Mr. Catlin also 

proposed an alternative method that includes no increase in private service rates.24 

V. Providence Water’s Rebuttal Testimony 

 On October 28, 2005, Providence Water submitted the Rebuttal Testimony of Mr. 

Edge and Ms. Bondarevskis.  Mr. Edge’s testimony described a tentative settlement 

between Providence Water and the Division.  A full Settlement was subsequently filed as 

described below. 

 Ms. Bondarevskis responded to two issues raised by Mr. Woodcock in his Direct 

Testimony.  First, with regard to Providence Water’s request to apply the balance of the 

Alternative Supply Fund to the Insurance Account, Ms. Bondarevskis explained that due 

to increased chemical costs in the rate year, now known, Providence Water would prefer 

to transfer the balance to the Chemical Account rather than the Insurance Account.  In 

order to fund the Insurance Account, Ms. Bondarevskis proposed reducing the funding of 

the Wholesale Valve Fund and transferring the remaining balance to the Insurance 

Account.  In order to address any contingency costs associated with the 102” Valve 

Project, that project would be moved into IFR.  According to Ms. Bondarevskis, the IFR 

account should be able to absorb the original contingency estimate.25 

 Second, addressing Mr. Catlin’s recommendation regarding Board members’ 

health insurance benefits, Ms. Bondarevskis indicated that Providence Water concurred 

with allowing Board members to continue receiving benefits until such time as they leave 

                                                 
24 Id. at 13-15. 
25 Providence Water Exhibit 5 (Rebuttal Testimony of Jeanne Bondarevskis), pp. 1-5. 
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their position.  She noted that their compensation had been set at $2,400 per year since 

1984.26 

VI. Settlement 

 On November 9, 2005, Providence Water filed a Stipulation/Settlement 

(“Settlement”) between itself, the Division and subsequently, KCWA, wherein the parties 

indicated that all issues were resolved.27  The parties to the Settlement agreed to 

additional revenues of $4,065,347, an increase of 8.84% to support a total cost of service 

of $50,074,116.  Rates would be effective for usage on and after January 1, 2006.  The 

parties provided two rate design options to the Commission, both an across-the-board 

increase and one where Private Fire Service would remain constant, with the increase that 

would have been applied to Private Fire Service absorbed by all other retail ratepayers. 

 The result of the Settlement would be to set the wholesale rate at $1,236.00 per 

million gallons.  The retail rates under an across-the-board rate design would be as 

follows: residential at $1.952 per HCF, commercial at $1.876 per HCF, industrial at 

$1.82 per HCF, and Public Fire Service at $250.24 per hydrant.  The uniform percentage 

rate increase would be 9.065% under this scenario.  Under the alternative scenario, the 

retail rates would be as follows: residential at $1.958 per HCF, commercial at $1.882 per 

HCF, industrial at $1.825 per HCF, and Public Fire Service at $250.99 per hydrant.  The 

percentage increase to all retail rate classes, with the exception of Private Fire Service 

would be 9.364%.  Wholesale rates would increase 9.065% under both scenarios. 

                                                 
26 Id. at 5-6. 
27 A copy of the Stipulation/Settlement is attached as Appendix A and incorporated herein by reference. 
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 Addressing City Service expenses, Providence Water agreed to reevaluate the 

expenses in its next full rate filing.28  With regard to capitalized labor and benefits, the 

parties agreed that Providence Water may use IFR and CIP funds to pay for $518,006 of 

capitalized labor costs, and for $259,003 of capitalized benefits costs.  In addition, the 

parties agreed that Providence Water may utilize IFR and CIP funds to pay for three 

additional engineers as previously approved by the Commission in Docket No. 3163.29 

 The IFR and CIP accounts will remain restricted along with Water Capital Fund, 

the Western Cranston Fund, the Meter Replacement Fund, the Equipment and Vehicle 

Replacement Fund, the Insurance Fund, and the Sludge Removal and Chemical Expense 

Fund.  The Wholesale Valve and Alternative Supply Funds will be closed on or before 

June 30, 2006.  The balance remaining in the first account will be transferred to the 

Insurance Fund with the balance in the latter being transferred to the Sludge Removal and 

Chemical Expense Fund on or before June 30, 2006.  The contingency for the wholesale 

valve project in the amount of $400,000, intended to cover the cost of a line stop shall be 

added as a line item to the IFR Fund.30 

 Finally, with regard to health care benefits to Providence Water Board Members, 

the parties agreed that: 

 the three Board members of the Providence Water Supply Board currently 
 receiving health benefits may continue to have those benefits paid from rates 
 because those Board members were appointed with the explicit understanding that 
 the health benefits were available to them.  However, when each such member is 
 replaced and a new Board member is appointed, it is agreed that such new Board 
 member will not be paid by Providence Water ratepayers.31 

                                                 
28 Settlement at paragraph 8.  Under the time limits contained in the Commission’s Rules of Practice and 
Procedure, Providence Water is precluded from filing another Abbreviated Rate Application until it files a 
General Rate Filing. 
29 Settlement at paragraph 9. 
30 Settlement at paragraph 12. 
31 Settlement at paragraph 11. 
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VII. Hearing 

A public hearing was held at the Commission’s offices, 89 Jefferson Boulevard, 

Warwick, Rhode Island, on November 21, 2005 to assess the propriety of the Settlement.  

The following appearances were entered: 

FOR PROVIDENCE WATER: Michael McElroy, Esq. 
 
FOR KENT COUNTY WATER: Joseph McGair, Esq. 
 
FOR THE DIVISION:  William Lueker, Esq. 
     Special Assistant Attorney General 
 
FOR THE COMMISSION:  Cynthia G. Wilson-Frias, Esq. 
     Senior Legal Counsel 
 

 Providence Water presented Mr. Spinelli, Ms. Bondarevskis and Mr. Edge in 

support of the Settlement.  KCWA presented Mr. Woodcock in support of the Settlement.  

The Division presented Mr. Catlin in support of the Settlement.32  Mr. McElroy 

summarized the components of the Settlement before presenting the witnesses for 

examination by the Commission. 

 Discussing various issues related to Providence Water’s expenses, Ms. 

Bondarevskis explained that Providence Water is taking its electricity through National 

Grid’s Last Resort Service Tariff, but is in the process of investigating the possibility of 

entering into a competitive supply contract.33   

 Addressing a billing dispute in the amount of almost $200,000 between 

Providence Water and Shank Balfour Beatty, the contractors for the Narragansett Bay 

Commission (“NBC”) Combined Sewer Overflow project, Ms. Bondarevskis explained 

                                                 
32 Mr. Catlin testified live via speaker telephone.  His voice is familiar to the Commission as are his 
credentials and character as an expert witness.  Therefore, the Commission believed it could adequately 
assess his credibility as a witness for the Division in this settled matter. 
33 Tr. 11/21/05, pp. 22-24. 
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that neither the delayed collection of revenues nor the water usage for the related time 

period has affected this rate case because all events occurred during the interim year 

between the Test Year and proposed Rate Year.34  Ms. Bondarevskis testified that the 

situation was remedied by billing NBC as a wholesale customer and transferring the 

responsibility for billing Shank Balfour Beatty to NBC, albeit with a turnkey bill from 

Providence Water which could be remitted directly to Providence Water.35 

 Discussing rising fuel costs and chemicals, Ms. Bondarevskis confirmed that 

while Providence Water has received requests from suppliers to pay a fuel surcharge in 

addition to the contracted price for chemicals, they had been crossing the charge off the 

bills and paying the remaining balance.  To date, she testified that none of the suppliers 

had threatened any adverse action as a result of Providence Water’s refusal to pay the 

new charge.  She did note that one supplier was no longer supplying chemicals as a result 

of the impact of Hurricane Katrina on the supplier’s business.  To her knowledge, 

Providence Water was not pursuing any legal action against the supplier.36 

 Turning to health care expenses, specifically those related to Providence Water 

board members, Ms. Bondarevskis testified that the expected expense would be 

approximately $26,000.  Clarifying a data response to a Commission data request, Ms. 

Bondarevskis conceded that while certain miscellaneous revenues do not result from rates 

charged to ratepayers, such revenues are a part of Providence Water’s rate setting process 

in that expenses are determined, miscellaneous revenues are subtracted, and the 

remainder is the amount necessary to be collected through rates.  She therefore did not 

explain why those miscellaneous revenues should be available to pay healthcare expenses 

                                                 
34 Id. at 24-28, 30. 
35 Id. at 26. 
36 Id. at 50-53. 
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for board members, but not to pay the City of Providence a portion of its statutory “rate 

of return.”37  With regard to the policy determination of providing free healthcare to 

Providence Water board members, the Providence Water witnesses testified that benefits 

should not cease during each board member’s current term because that was a condition 

upon which each member accepted his or her respective position.38  With regard to future 

benefits to be allowed for only those current board members who are reappointed and not 

to new appointees, Ms. Bondarevskis testified that they should be compensated for the 

fact that they have years of knowledge.39  Furthermore, Mr. Spinelli argued that without 

the health care benefit, the $2,400 stipend paid to the board members and the $3,000 paid 

to the chairman is too limited to encourage them to stay on the board.  Board members 

work less than 20 hours per week.40  However, Mr. Spinelli conceded that allowing 

continuation of the health care benefit until each board member’s respective term expires 

is a transition plan.41  Additionally, Mr. Edge testified that the board member not 

receiving health care is qualified and conceded that qualified members could be attracted 

without the healthcare compensation.42  He also noted that the members of KCWA 

receive $3,000 per year while those serving on the Pawtucket Water Supply Board do not 

receive compensation for their services.43 

                                                 
37 Id. at 30-33, 50.  R.I. Gen. Laws § 39-3-11.3 states that the rate of return shall not come out of rates set 
by the Commission.  Ms. Bondarevskis testified that the calculation of miscellaneous revenue is a part of 
the ratemaking process. 
38 Tr. 11/21/05, p. 34.  Ms. Bondarevskis testified that the next term for a board member receiving health 
care benefits ends January 1, 2007, with the following two on January 1, 2008 and January 1, 2009, 
respectively.  Id. at 107. 
39 Id. at 34. 
40 Id. at 38. 
41 Id. at 38. 
42 Id. at 48. 
43 Id. at 49. 
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 With regard to rate design issues, Ms. Bondarevskis confirmed that the annual 

charge for private fire service is approximately three times more than that of public fire 

hydrants.44  Mr. Catlin opined that there are additional costs associated with providing 

private fire service, but that “it’s probably that the public hydrant charge is low, [and] it 

may not be that the private fire service charge is too high compared to costs.”45  When 

discussing the option in the Settlement to maintain the private fire service charge and 

reallocate the private fire service increase to all other rates rather than to the public 

hydrant charge, Ms. Bondarevskis testified that this option was designed to cause the 

least rate impact on the remaining customers to protect against rate shock on the public 

hydrant rates.  Mr. Catlin added that the difference in the proposed rates under each 

proposed design (across-the-board on all rates versus maintaining the private fire service 

rates while increasing all other rates in equal percentages) was de minimus.46 

 Discussing property taxes, Mr. McElroy updated the Commission regarding the 

status of the various challenges currently being litigated between Providence Water and 

the Town of Scituate.  Again, he explained that the taxes must be paid in full in order to 

maintain the challenge.  He also confirmed that once the litigation is completed, in the 

event of a refund to Providence Water, the utility will not disburse the funds until 

receiving approval from the Commission.47 

 Updating the Commission regarding the installation of the Automated Meter 

Readers (“AMRs”), Mr. Spinelli testified that virtual completion will most likely take 

another two years.  He defined virtual completion as 96 to 97 percent completed.  He 

                                                 
44 Id. at 54-55. 
45 Id. at 56. 
46 Id. at 59-60, 62-63. 
47 Id. at 73-74. 
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noted that Providence Water has completed the “easy” installations and has moved on to 

those where property owners have not responded to requests from Providence Water for 

installation appointments.  As a result, Providence Water has engaged the assistance of 

the Division to attempt to reach these customers.48 

 Updating the Commission on pension contributions, Mr. Spinelli explained that 

after the last rate case, with the Commission’s consent, Providence Water adjusted its 

pension contribution to agree with the percentage made by the City of Providence in 

order to avoid a situation where ratepayers could be subsidizing taxpayers when 

Providence Water’s contribution was a higher percentage than that of the City of 

Providence.49 

 Finally, addressing public comment, Ms. Bondarevskis testified that there was a 

period of time where customers could not make cash payments to Providence Water.  She 

explained that while customers will still not be allowed to make payments at the 

Providence Water office, they may again begin to make those payments at Providence 

City Hall.  She testified that if someone in imminent danger of having service terminated 

attempts to pay in cash at the Providence Water office, they are given a period of time to 

return with a money order or check.  Otherwise, they can go to Providence City Hall to 

pay in cash.  She explained that this system protects Providence Water’s workers from 

theft and protects the utility from cash loss.  She did not address anticipated additional 

costs associated with accepting cash payments at the Providence Water facility.50 

                                                 
48 Id. at 82-86. 
49 Id. at 88-93. 
50 Id. at 63-70. 
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VIII. Commission Findings 

 On November 30, 2005, the Commission rendered its decision at an Open 

Meeting.  The Commission approved the Settlement with one modification to Paragraph 

11.  The Commission found by a vote of 2-1 that: The three Board members of the 

Providence Water Supply Board currently receiving health benefits may continue to have 

those benefits paid from rates until the expiration of each Board member’s respective 

term, at which time, health care benefits shall no longer be paid out of funds included in 

Providence Water’s revenue requirement as approved by the Commission.  

Commissioner Bray would have voted to accept the Settlement in full.  Providence Water 

subsequently accepted the modification. 

 The Commission unanimously approved the Settled Cost of Service of 

$50,074,116, requiring a revenue increase of $4,065,347 or 8.84% over the current Cost 

of Service.  The Commission also unanimously chose the Division’s alternative proposal 

regarding rate design.  The effect of this decision is to hold Private Fire Service rates 

constant and allocate the incremental increase across-the-board to all other retail rates.  

The effect of the Commission’s decision on the average residential customer using 100 

HCF per year is an annual increase of $21.00, or 9.39% for a total annual bill of $244.56 

($61.14 per quarter). 

 Addressing the issue of cash payments, the Commission noted that Providence 

Water has made accommodations for customers at risk of service termination whereby 

customers are granted a reasonable time to obtain a money order if they only present cash 

at Providence Water’s offices.  Providence Water has also made arrangements with 

Providence City Hall to accept cash payments on Providence Water’s behalf.  Although 
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the Commission expressed concern regarding the policy, customers are not unduly 

burdened by Providence Water’s policy not to accept cash payments at its offices.  

Providence Water has raised some valid concerns regarding the safety of its staff and 

accountability for the cash.  Finally, the Commission has no indication of the additional 

costs ratepayers may face if Providence Water is required to accept cash payments. 

 Discussing the Board members’ health care, the Commission noted that allowing 

continuation of the benefits through the end of each board member’s respective current 

term is a transition plan consistent with the treatment given to KCWA.51  KCWA was 

advised in its 2001 rate case of the Commission’s concern regarding continued health 

care benefits to board members paid for with ratepayer dollars and required KCWA to 

address it in its next following rate case, which was decided in 2005, almost four years 

later.  In this case, the Commission is advising Providence Water through this decision 

that it will not longer allow health care benefits to be paid for from revenues that benefit 

ratepayers, such as miscellaneous revenues after each board member’s respective current 

term ends.  Providence Water board members are not considered to work the equivalent 

of full time or part time employees who would be entitled to health care benefits.  They 

have four year terms, with the last term ending January 1, 2009, approximately three 

years from the decision in this docket. 

 Regarding the compensation of water board members, the Commission notes that 

KCWA board members are compensated in accordance with its enabling legislation.  

Pawtucket Water Supply Board members are not compensated for their services.  

Providence Water’s compensation level, absent the health care benefits is consistent with 

                                                 
51 Order No. 18316 (a utility’s board members are not employees and thus are not entitled to health care 
benefits). 
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KCWA’s statutory level.  There was discussion during the hearing of compensation 

levels and the Commission notes here that the State of Rhode Island has moved away 

from the policy of compensating part time board members.  For example, a review of 

changes to the compensation structure of 35 part time boards and commissions in the FY 

2006 State of Rhode Island Budget shows that compensation was eliminated entirely for 

several of those boards and commissions and that other than actual costs, compensation 

was eliminated for all but one of the remainder.  Notably, the stipend, up to $3,000, 

formerly paid to NBC board members for their attendance at meetings, was eliminated.52 

  

                                                 
52 P.L. 2005, ch. 117 (Article 21 Sub A) (Relating to Compensation of Board Members). 
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Accordingly, it is hereby 

 (18496)  ORDERED 

1. Providence Water Supply Board’s Abbreviated Rate Filing of June 30, 

2005, is hereby denied and dismissed. 

2. The Stipulation/Settlement filed on November 9, 2005 by and between 

Providence Water, Kent County Water Authority and the Division of 

Public Utilities and Carriers, providing for a revenue increase of 

$4,065,347, total revenue of $50,074,694, and a total cost of service of 

$50,074,116, is hereby approved, with the following modification to 

Paragraph 11: 

 The three Board members of the Providence Water Supply Board 

 currently receiving health benefits may continue to have those benefits 

 paid from rates until the expiration of each Board member’s respective 

 term, at which time, health care benefits shall no longer be paid out of 

 funds included in Providence Water’s revenue requirement as approved by 

 the Commission. 

3. Private fire service rates shall not be increased and the amount of the 

increase shall be allocated to all other retail rate classes in accordance with 

the Stipulation/Settlement of November 9, 2005. 

4. Providence Water Supply Board shall include in its semi-annual reports a 

line item that breaks out capitalized labor in its reports on IFR and CIP 

projects. 
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5. Any refund received as a result of the litigation between Providence Water 

Supply Board and the Town of Scituate, the subject of which is property 

tax disputes, shall be maintained in a separate account, the disposition of 

which shall be subject to Commission approval. 

6. The compliance tariffs filed by the Providence Water Supply Board as part 

of the Settlement are hereby approved for consumption on and after 

January 1, 2006. 

7. The Providence Water Supply Board shall continue to restrict the 

following accounts in the following amounts collected through rates: 

Capital Improvements - $2,450,000; Western Cranston Fund - $62,069; 

IFR - $12,500,000; Meter Replacement - $400,000; Insurance Fund - 

$1,777,444; Chemicals and Sludge – $2,107,247; and Equipment 

Replacement - $600,000. 

8. The Providence Water Supply Board shall comply with the reporting 

requirements and all other terms and conditions imposed by the 

Stipulation/Settlement Agreement and this Report and Order. 
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EFFECTIVE AT WARWICK, RHODE ISLAND ON JANUARY 1, 2006 

PURSUANT TO AN OPEN MEETING DECISION ON NOVEMBER 30, 2005.  

WRITTEN ORDER ISSUED JANUARY 11, 2006. 

                PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION 

 

            
      Elia Germani, Chairman 
 

 
      

      Robert B. Holbrook, Commissioner 
 

   
      

      *Mary E. Bray, Commissioner 
 
 
*Commissioner Bray concurs with the decision but for the modification to Paragraph 11 
of the Settlement.  She would have approved it as filed. 
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